
MOON SPIRIT HOLD & WIN
About
Channel your inner spirit and take a journey to the great American frontier, as
you go in search of Hold & Win Respins and the magical dreamcatchers on
our slot, Moon Spirit: Hold & Win. 

THE STATS

• RTP: 96.0% • Hit Rate: 24.7% • Reels: 5 • Ways:
243 • Hold & Win Respins: 1 in 198 • Mystery
Spin:  1  in  238  •  Minimum  Bet:  0.30  •  Max
Exposure: 6,480 x Bet • Volatility: 6.5/10

SPIRIT SYMBOLS

The Moon Spirit  scatter symbols are the most
lucrative in the game, as these can trigger the
Hold & Win Respins feature, while the tribal Chief
and his loyal daughter are the top-paying regular
symbols.

FEATURE FRENZY

This  5-reel  slot  offers  243  ways  to  win  and
comes  with  random  Moon  Mystery  spins,
Dreamcatcher  Hold  &  Win  respins  as  well  as
lucrative  Totem  Awards,  which  can  boost  the
payouts during the respins feature.

DREAM REELS

Channel your inner spirit and take a journey to
the great American frontier, as you go in search
of  Hold  &  Win  Respins  and  the  magical
dreamcatchers on our brand-new release, Moon
Spirit: Hold & Win.

Details
REELS

5

LAYOUT

Variable

HIT RATE

24.7%

VOLATILITY

medium

EXPOSURE

194400

MINIMUM BET

0.30

RTP

96.00%

Specs
TECHNOLOGY

SKIN ID

200613



MOON SPIRIT HOLD & WIN
Game Features

DREAMCATCHERS

At the start of respins, Moon Spirit symbols
become  Level  1  dreamcatchers  and  will
upgrade whenever a new one lands adjacent,
with  higher  prizes  for  each  level,  up  to  a
massive 1,000x top Totem award.

HOLD & WIN RESPINS

Look out for Moon Spirit scatter symbols, as 5
or more will trigger the Dreamcatcher Hold &
Win  bonus,  where  3  respins  are  initially
awarded and will reset to 3 every time at least
one extra symbol lands.

MYSTERY SPIN

The Moon Mystery Spin can trigger randomly
on  any  base  game  spin,  causing  stacked
symbols to spin through on the reels, with any
that  land  in  view all  turning  into  the  same
symbol at the end of the spin.

WILD MULTIPLIER

The Wild is also a multiplier, which can land
on any of the middle three reels and multiply
all wins by x2 - up to three Wilds can land per
spin, one per reel, and can multiply each other
for a max multiplier of x8.
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